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Re-Launching Growth
Mode with a New Eye
on Efficiency
It’s been an interesting year for
marketers, to say the least. I’d dare
say unprecedented, if I hadn’t already
promised to stop saying that last May.
Many marketers experienced cuts
to budgets and people and revenue
took huge hits as the business world
seemed like it was grinding to a halt
in March 2020.
In a Gartner poll, 34% of senior
finance leaders said they had
furloughed staff across all business
functions, and 65% said they had
imposed hiring freezes.

Gartner, CMO Spend
Survey 2020-21
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Then, seemingly as quickly as things stopped, consumers made a rapid
shift to digital — even for more traditional brick and mortar, high-stakes
purchases like cars and home improvement services.

Invoca consumer survey “High-Stakes Purchases and Consumer Confidence in the COVID Era” 11/2020

Shopping resumed and marketers scrambled to figure out what their
customers were going to do next. How do they want to shop? What
messaging works? Why are they calling so much? There was a lot to do, and
frequently less money and fewer people to do it with.
This has caused a new focus on agility and efficiency, even as companies
shift back into growth mode. Why? Well, our pandemic-boosted alcohol
and home-baked bread consumption habits aren’t the only ones that’ll stick.
The lessons we learned in marketing to run leaner, faster, and adapt quicker
aren’t going anywhere, either.
This is why we’ve launched the Invoca Marketing Acquisition Cost
Benchmark Report. By analyzing the results from over 500 marketers who
used our CPA Calculator, we’ll help you keep an eye on acquisition cost
trends and tips to reduce your CPA and increase marketing revenue in 2021.
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What Marketers
Are Spending on
Paid Search
Our survey of brand
marketers found that the
average monthly paid search
spend is $128,604

Invoca CPA Calculator data,
Q1 2021

These marketers see significant website traffic

Invoca CPA Calculator data,
Q1 2021
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And a lot of it comes
from paid search

Invoca CPA Calculator data, Q1 2021

But their customers
are also calling

Invoca customers
receive an average
of 39,292 inbound
calls per month.
(Invoca platform data, Q1 2021)

Invoca CPA Calculator data, Q1 2021

Many have seen sustained call
volume growth throughout 2020

(All Invoca customers, Q1 2020 vs Q1 2021,
Invoca platform data)
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Most Marketers’ CPA
is Lower Than They
Think
It turns out our glasses aren’t exactly
rose-colored when it comes time to
estimate paid media CPA.

Invoca CPA Calculator data, Q1 2021
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The lenses are more like welding goggles
Most marketers don’t have full visibility into the entire customer
buying journey. This means that they’re not counting all of the
conversions that their marketing campaigns drive.

Invoca CPA Calculator data, Q1 2021

“ Not having visibility into 60% of your traffic
makes it really difficult to optimize which
tactic you’re going to use. We utilize Invoca
insights to inform our media mix and our
spend into high-performing channels.”
Lorenzo Clark
Vice President of Sales
Windstream Communications
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Are You
Overestimating
Your CPA?
Without visibility into offline conversions, you may
be wildly overestimating your CPA.

Invoca CPA Calculator data, Q1 2021

Not only are you losing budget you can be spending on your most successful campaigns,
but, without offline conversion data, you might not even know what those campaigns are.
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Significant CPA
Improvement with
Offline Conversion
Data
When you can integrate conversion data from your
contact center into your paid advertising platforms
like Google, Microsoft Ads, Facebook and others,
you can use that data to improve and automate
keyword bidding, more accurately target and
segment your audiences with first-party data, and
lower your CPA.

Invoca customers say
they reduced their CPA
by an average of 55%
(Invoca case study data)

Invoca CPA Calculator data, Q1 2021
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How to Make
Your Marketing
More Efficient
with Conversation
Intelligence
Enable True CPA Measurement
Conversation intelligence platforms like Invoca
give you attribution for conversions that happen
in the contact center so you can tie them back
to PPC campaigns on a 1:1 consumer level. With
accurate measurement, you can achieve visibility
into the actual business impact of your marketing
campaigns and understand your true CPA.

Target More Cost-Effective Ad
Placements & Keywords
With visibility into offline conversion data and their
true CPA, digital marketers are equipped to identify
high-performing, cost-effective tactics that can
further reduce their acquisition costs.

“ When our click-to-call ads converted, we had limited
visibility into conversions. When we implemented
Invoca for these campaigns, we were able to drive
down CPAs by upwards of 60%.”
Wil Guimont
VP, Marketing and Digital Solutions,
eHealth
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Suppress Ads to Converted
Customers

Keep Support Calls Out of the
Contact Center

By tracking all call conversions with Invoca and
pushing this information into ad platforms like
Google Marketing Platform, Kenshoo, or Marin
Software, marketers can automatically suppress
ads to those who have already converted over the
phone. This not only reduces wasted ad spend, it
prevents you from annoying your new customers
with irrelevant ads.

With Invoca, the contact center can retrieve realtime insights about a caller, including their previous
engagement history as well as the keyword and ad
campaign that drove the call. This data can be used
to automatically route and filter calls so callers are
sent to the person or department that can best help
them without sending them through the phone
tree. This makes for happier customers who are
more likely to convert.
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See How Much You
Can Reduce Your CPA
with Conversation
Intelligence
Using a conversation intelligence platform like
Invoca enables you to connect your offline
conversions and customer conversation data with
your marketing and advertising platforms. With
data from clicks and customer conversations, you
get a full picture of your customer journey and the
insights you need to optimize your campaigns and
reduce your CPA.

“ Previously, we had
little insight into calls,
but Invoca conversion
Signals helped to close
the loop and bridge that
online-to-offline gap.”
Frank McGinn
Digital Marketing Specialist
Viasat
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Try our CPA calculator
to see how much you
can reduce your CPA.
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